Steel that becomes art. Knives that tell stories. Our unique knives are the product of the most extraordinary materials, visions and
the dedication of our master cutlers.

FORGE DE LAGUIOLE

Tradition and zeitgeist, combined with excellent
craftsmanship - that's what we stand for with our name.
We still produce each of our knives entirely in the French
village of Laguiole - in our own forge, completely by
hand. In this way we preserve a tradition that goes back
to the year 1828.

Our commitment - Conscious
Sustainability is the focus of our product selection. We
are committed to resource-saving and sustainable
production and work exclusively with certified partners.

Forge de Laguiole - Spring
Spring is already showing its first signs and the anticipation of longer and sunnier days is growing. Corona still determines our rhythm of
life, many things are in upheaval, privately as well as in business. The common conversations and the get together have become more
and more challenging. Nevertheless, we would like to look forward together with you and inspire you with our craftsmanship and
creations. Due to missing the exhibition platforms, we would like to take the opportunity to present you our novelties and proposals in
this way. We are already looking forward to your feedback.
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1 New – Sommelier with Damast blade
Our Forge de Laguiole Sommelier knives are developed in collaboration with professional sommeliers, giving them their ergonomics,
elegance and efficiency. The blade is sharpened, which allows a clean and easy separation of the capsule.
For the most exclusive clients, we have refined 2 of our sommelier references with a Damast blade:

Damast

Sommelier Knife Deer Antler
Pinot engraving
Damast Balde
Ref: SOM CF GC PINOTN Lame Damas

1st shipments from summer 2021

Sommelier Knife Horn, black
Pinot engraving
Damast Blade

Ref: SOM BF GC PINOTN Lame Damas

1 New – Sommelier with Grapevine handle
The handles, whether made of wood, horn or bone are selected, shaped and finished by hand by our master cutlers. Only the best quality
materials are used.
We are pleased to present you our latest sommelier knife:

Sommelier Cep de Vigne – Grapevine handle

Ref. Satin finish: SOM CE
Ref. Shiny finish: SOM CE BRI

A sommelier completely immersed in the world of wine and a MUST have for all wine lovers.

1 New – Table knife Ghion l‘Universel
Following the shape of traditional silver cutlery, Christian Ghion has developed another table knife model for our Signature collection:

Ghion l‘Universel

Compressed fabric handle
Ref. Set of 2: T2 Ghion PCU
Ref. Set of 6: T6 Ghion PCU

Christian Ghion
One of the best designers of his generation, Christian Ghion has built his career on a series of inspiring encounters,
including with Forge de Laguiole. After studying law for five years, he decided to pursue a career in the design and
creative world. Christian Ghion founded his agency with the architect Patrick Nadeau. During this time, he developed
a strong interest in interior design and the organization of big events.
In 2008, he created his first folding knife for Forge de Laguiole, which has been a great success. His creations for Forge
de Laguiole are just like his character - sensitive and dynamic.

2 Collectors – the latest „Abeille Ciselés“ folding knives
Abeille Ciselé – our hand chiseled knives
The testimony of decades of experience of our master cutlers. As well this year, we are pleased
to present you the exclusive selection of our “Collectors” line. The hand chiseled decorations of
these series are particularly elegant and fine. Bee and feather are refined by hand with files and
awls in goldsmith's work. We are pleased to present you a first selection below - all further
models and details can be found on the following link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lB6FPt-WumblpucTGurIMZB-fYoiX2Rz/view?usp=sharing
You can also order the respective models according to your wishes (e.g., with Damast blade,
double plates, etc.) - we are looking forward to your inspiring feedbacks.

Dark Horn handle
Double plate, hand chiseled
Damast blade

Juniper handle
Double plate, hand chiseled
Damast blade
Aubrac Horn handle
Double plate, hand chiseled
Brut de Forge blade

Light Horn handle
Double plate, hand chiseled
Damast blade

3 Our proposals for spring 2021
With spring arriving, and upcoming warm weather, we start to enjoy and move our time more and more outside. Therefore, we put
together the following 5 ideas and suggestions:

1

"Light a fire, let it burn
down and cook a good
menu over the heat: few
kitchen techniques are as
old as grilling - and few we
love more. "

For the «Maitre de Grill» – a real handmade Forge de Laguiole

Folding knife, Olivewood handle
Ref: 1212 IN OL

Folding knife EDITION, Walnut handle
Ref: 1212E2 IN NOC

Folding knife with cork screwer, Juniper handle
Ref: 22121 IN GE

Folding knife, Aubrac horn handle
Brut de Forge blade
Ref: 12110 INCASAT

Art de la Table – your exclusive table decoration

2

Delight your guests - while
preparing and decorating
the tables - with these
exclusive and high-quality
products

Salt & Peppermill, full horn
Ref. MAP (Peppermill)
Ref. MAS (Saltmill)

Carving Set, Deer Antlers
Folding knife with length of 38cm
Ref. 1021 CF + F29 CF

Cheese Set Barthélemy (Olive, Ebony,
incl. leather case
Ref. Olivewood: CPMO 2M IN OL
+ MF 2M IN OL + ETUI
Ref. Ebony: CPMO 2M IN EB
+ MF 2M IN EB + ETUI
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3

Precision - Aesthetics. Due to
the smooth cut, the aromatic
juices remain in the meat, fish
or vegetables.

For the perfect dish: best cutting experience and best taste

The Classics - Tradition
The combination of
traditional craftsmanship,
quality and sophistication.

Table knife, dark Horn handle
Ref: T6 2M IN BF

Table knife, Juniper
Ref: T6 2M IN GE

Table knife, Deer Antlers
Ref: T6 2M IN CF

Signature Collection
Laguiole knives
reinterpreted. Our
Signature collection,
created in collaboration
with renowned artists,
designers and chefs.
J-M Wilmotte, Acrylic, shiny finish
Ref: T6 W IN FL

Ph. Starck, Monobloc Inox
Ref: T6 LOG

A. Putman, Ebony
Ref: T6 PUTMAN EB
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4

For that special
moment - a good glass
of wine...a first little
aperitif....

Wine & Aperitif

Cheese knife Bras
Ref. CF BRAS

5

The Forge de Laguiole
cigar cutter is the
combination of
traditional cutlery
know-how and perfect
elegance.

Butter knife
Ref. CB BN BURE

Sommelier
Barrel oak with engraving
Ref: SOM CHB BRI GC PINTON

Pleasure moment…….for all cigar lovers

Briar handle
Ref. COUP BR

Black Horn handle
Ref. COUP B

3 Our proposals for spring 2021
We invite you to visit our other bestsellers via the following link:
https://forge-de-laguiole.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/FDL_CATALOGUE_EN.pdf

4 Do you know…Michel Bras
Michel Bras has always been fascinated by the Aubrac plateau and local cuisine. Selftaught with a fascination for culinary literature and tireless experimentation, he
created his own famous cooking style at his restaurant Le Suquet - refined, bold,
sincere and above all - involving nature; inspired by his Aubrac region.

Together with Michel and Sebastien Bras, we have designed the following knife collections:
Capuchadou
inspired by the original shape of the
first knife, which was created in the
region

Ref: T4 BRAS FRD
Ash tree handle,
Water resistant

Table knife for the restaurant Suquet
This collection decorates the tables of the
famous restaurant "Puech du Suquet" in
Laguiole

Ref: T4 BRASP PC
Black vegetal fibre handle
Water resistant

Table knife for the restaurant Café Bras
This table knife designed for Sebastien Bras
decorates the tables of Cafe Bras in the Soulage
Museum

Ref: T4 BRAS PC
Black vegetal fibre handle
Water resistant

4 Do you know…Graffiti artist Seize
Seize Happywallmaker
Born in Paris in 1971, the self-taught artist Seize is - as his name suggests - a “happy
wallmaker". This former bus driver, who travels in an abstract and colorful universe,
found his inspiration in urban art - including painters such as Phase2 and Futura2000.
Artists such as Keith Haring, Paul Klee, Jean Dubuffet or Mondrian have also strongly
influenced Seize.

Marcminjauwgallery, Brussels

These knives are the result of a new sublimation technology that consists in printing
different patterns on a white acrylic handle. This technology allows us to refine,
precisely decorate and also modernise the traditional knife of Forge de Laguiole.

Seize created various motifs with star maps showing the way to the brightest stars in
our solar system. The blades are as well engraved with the artist’s signature.

Model Antares
Ref: 1211 IN SEIZEB ANTA

Model Altair
Ref: 1211 IN SEIZEB ALTA

Model Sirius
Ref: 1211 IN SEIZEB SIRI

Model Vega
Ref: 1211 IN SEIZEB VEGA

4 Do you know…Coutellerie d‘Art, Forge de Laguiole
At Forge de Laguiole we produce a small collection of exceptional masterpieces, finely handcrafted by our master knifemaker Stéphane
Rambaud. We are very pleased to show you below a small selection of these unique pieces - for more information please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maitre Coutellier: Stéphane Rambaud was born in 1968 in Lyon, France. He trained at the
school for Cutlery and Knife Making in Nogent, where he was awarded the gold medal for
best apprentice in 1987. Stéphane Rambaud and our art knifemakers create exceptional
pieces, also inspired by our customers. Each of these handmade masterpieces are exclusive
and unique and quite comparable to the goldsmith's art.
RAMBAUD No 179
Juniper handle
A cricket decorates the bee, and a cherry tree is hand-carved
into the blade.

RAMBAUD No 182
Pink Mammoth Molar handle
The guillochage pattern of the spring is refined with the inscription
"Choose hope" as well as 3 stars.
RAMBAUD No 253
Mammoth Molar and Mammoth Ivory handle
A gentian flower typical of the Aubrac plateau decorates the bee of
the knife as well as its spring

Please find all other models via the following link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lB6FPt-WumblpucTGurIMZB-fYoiX2Rz/view?usp=sharing

5 Our offer for orders in April 2021
For your orders we are pleased to offer you the following:

Order value from EUR 500 – EUR 999:
1x Folding knife Ghion (value 55 EUR)

Order value from EUR 1000 – EUR 1999:
1x Folding knife Ghion (value: EUR 55)
+ 1x Butter knife (value: EUR 81)

Order value from EUR 2000 – EUR 2999:
1x Folding knife Ghion (value: EUR 55)
+ 1x Butter knife (value: EUR 81)
+ 1x Table knife Set (2 pces) with bone handle (value: 216 EUR)

Order value from EUR 3000:
1x Folding Knife «Lucky Charm» (value 670 EUR)
Bone handle

Value for orders in april 2021*
Not cumulative
*for shipments april/may

6 Our digital support for you
With Forge de Laguiole we are actively communicating on all major digital platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Youtube and Pinterest

To support your digital presence with Forge de Laguiole, we are pleased to send you below the link of our photo database, where you will
find all products, videos as well as high quality "mise-en-scène" photos.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ogiz6jsUJIXOYcUV-JiPANVTVB4U8Ma8?usp=sharing

7 Nontron – our other brand

Nontron knife bears the name of the village where it was born.
Its history is so long and full of legends that it is difficult to date.
However, experts agree that Nontron is one of the oldest French
knives.
The typical pattern, whose origin and meaning is unknown up
today, consist of "flies", a kind of inverted V surrounded by 3 dots
and rows of small dots.
Are they religious symbols? Is it an allusion to the circle of
"Compagnons du Devoir" (guilds)?
We invite you to visit the full collection via the following link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqToS57gef9
3ShqmLzb9JavUZLyT5c3d/view?usp=sharing

Thank you very much for your cooperation and your trust

Forge de Laguiole International AG
Bellerivestrasse 10
8008 Zürich

Forge de Laguiole
Route de l‘Aubrac, BP 9
12210 LAGUIOLE – FRANCE
T: +33 (0)5 65 48 43 34
export@forge-de-laguiole.com

